Currency Remix Project Rubric
Originality
10
Graphics/design do not
demonstrate any original
thought or creativity

14

17

Graphics/design used by the
student, but are based on the
designs or ideas of others
and don’t demonstrate
original ideas

Graphics/design used reflect
student creativity in their
creation and/or display

20
Graphics/design are used
effectively and have strong
impact on the total design

Craftsmanship/technical skills
10

14

17

20

Imperfections in the graphics
are noticeable and
distracting. Student has
attempted to use the
tools/functions of the
programs, but is unable to
complete necessary steps
and/or cannot pinpoint
trouble spots

Graphics/designs have
imperfections that create
minor distractions. Student’s
work is competent, with
some evidence of knowledge.
Student may be unable to
recreate the necessary steps
independently.

Graphics/design may have
slight imperfections, but are
not immediately obvious.
Student has provided
evidence of competency with
tools, techniques and the
necessary steps to complete
a task.

Graphics/design have no
imperfections. It is clean and
neat. Student’s mastery of
software tools and
techniques is efficient and
professional.

10

14

17

20

Composition is distracting
and cluttered or devoid of
necessary elements. Graphics
fail to convey the message of
the design project. There
may be a lack of
understanding by poor sizing
or placement.

Composition is acceptably
attractive though it may be
disorganized and/or does not
demonstrate a clear
understanding of
layout/composition. Many
graphics are focused on the
message, but could have
been used more effectively.

Composition and clarity

Composition is attractive in
terms of design/layout and
neatness and demonstrates
an understanding of
placement and sizing. Most
graphics are used and
generally have an impact on
the message of the design.

Composition is exceptionally
attractive in terms of design,
layout, neatness, sizing, and
placement. Graphics used
effectively and have a strong
impact on the total design.

Followed Directions
10

14

17

Assignment instructions were
not followed. Work was not
turned in by the deadline.

Assignment instructions were
somewhat followed. Work
was turned in but was not
complete and/or was late.

Assignment instructions were
mostly followed. Work was
complete and turned in on
time or a day late.

20
Student followed all
instructions and turned
everything in on time.

